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Note 

Flux-Vector Splitting for the Euler Equations 
for Real Gases 

The flux-vector splitting for the Euler equations of compressible flow with the 
ideal-gas law used as equation of state was derived by van Leer [l ] to approximate 
the hyperbolic system of conservation laws with so-called upwind differences. Tn 
this note we present the extension of the flux-vector splitting for the Euler equations 
of compressible flow with an arbitrary equation of state. 

The three-dimensional Euler equations of compressible flow can be written in 
vector notation in Cartesian coordinates as 

au aWJ) + WU) + aWJ) = o at+- - ax ay -z-' (1) 

where the state vector U and the flux vectors F, 6, and H have the form 

F(U) = 

PV 
PUV 

G(U) = pv2 +p 

P WV 
(e+P)u 

U)= PVW 
Pw2+P 
(e +d w 

Here p, u, v, w, e, and p are the density, the X-, y-, and z-component of the 
velocity, the total energy per volume and the pressure, respectively. The total 
energy e is given by e = tp(u2 -t- v2 + w2) + E, where E is the internal energy per 
volume. 

Using the definition of the speed of sound 
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and the quantity 
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F&+1, (3) 
E 

which for an equation of state of the form p = of is equal to the usual adiabatic 
index r, E (d In T/d In p)ad + 1, the flux vectors can be rewritten as 

VP, wK,~,,W)= 

i 

PCMX 

Pc2w:+ l/r,) 

PC2KAf, 2 (4) 
P~~M,MJ 

pc3M,{$(M; + M; + M,2) + &/[I’,(73 - i l)]} 

i 

PCM, 

pc2MyK 

WP, c, Mx, My, MA= pc2W;+ l/r,) 7 (5) 
PC~M,MJ 

pc3M,,(;(M; + M: + M,2) + FJ[r,(& - 1 l)]} 

i 

pcMz 

pc2KMx 

WP, G Mm My, MA= PC'MM, 

pc2WZ+ l/r,) 
pc3M,~t(MZ+M~+M~)+~~/[~,(~~-l)]) i 

- (6) 

The Mach numbers used in Eqs. (4)-(6) are defined as M, = u/c, My = v/c, and 
M, = w/c, respectively. 

Given the flux-vectors in this modified form, it is straightforward to extend the 
flux-vector splitting of van Leer [l], which applies to ideal gases only, to the case 
of real gases. The resulting split fluxes for [ M( < 1 read 

i 

k$pc(rtrM,+ 1)2 
+$Pc*(+M,+~)~C(~,-~)M~+~I/~, 

F*= 21 $pc2( + M, + l)‘M, 
f$pc’( + M, + l)‘Mz 

_+~pc3(~M,f1)2{a[(~,-1)Mx+2]2+~(M~+M~)} 

(7) 
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where a is defined as 

l-a, . 
=2(r:- 1) with 

2(~3-G) 
%= rl(rl + l)(& - 1). 

Note that for an ideal gas (y = rl = p3) the expressions for the split fluxes given 
above reduce to those obtained by van Leer [l]. For the one-dimensional case the 
same formulas have been independently derived by Montagne [Z]. 

The split fluxes presented here do not exactly satisfy all constraints (I t(7) 
imposed by van Leer [ 1 ] in the ideal gas case: Constraints (1) and (6), which van 
Leer considered crucial, and constraint (5) are only approximately satisfied. For 
real gases the coefficient appearing in the relation, which gives the split energy 
as a function of all other split fluxes, is no longer constant, but depends in the 
adiabatic indices rI and r3 and therefore on the flow variables. Consequently a 
vanishing eigenvalue of dF’/dU for IMI Q 1 (constraint (6)) and the continuity of 
the eigenvalues at IMI = 1 (constraint (5)) is not ensured. In addition van Leer’s 
constraint (I)-namely that the total flux is the sum of two split fluxes-is no 
longer exactly satisfied for the energy flux (component No. 5 of the flux vectors 
G, and H). 

However, if rl and r3 differ only by a few percent and are both slowly varying 
functions of the flow variables, the violation of contra&s 1, 5, and 6 will have only 
little effect on numerical solutions. This is indeed confirmed by Arnett, Fryxell, and 
Miiller [3], who applied the proposed generalized fluxes in simulations of ther- 
monuclear burning fronts in degenerate stars, where the equation of state contains 
contributions due to ideal Boltzmann gases, radiation, and degenerate electrons 
(i.e., $ < r d $. Concerning the violation of constraint (1) for the energy flux one 
can easily show after a little algebra that the size of the error is given by 01, (see 
Eq. (IQ)). For an equation of state consisting of a mixture of a r= $ and of a r = 5 
component, which is quite important in astrophysics, the resulting error is smal 
FT - rr < 0.046 and CI, ,< 0.042. Test calculations of shock tube flows 
demonstrate that the generalized flux-splitter is capable of handling that equation o 
state accurately (Arnett, Fryxell, and Mtiller [3]). 
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